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Threat of Mass Surveillance Technology to Digital Human Rights

Mass surveillance is the practice of spying on an entire, or significant part of a population. It can involve anything from CCTV monitoring and email interceptions, to wiretapping and computer hacking. Often, mass surveillance is carried out by the state but it can also be carried out by companies, either on behalf of the government or on their own initiative. Any information a person does not want to reveal or does not want anyone to know about is considered private and is protected. For instance, if a person does not want to reveal his whereabouts, location or any other information related to his face, he's entitled to do so under Article 17 of the ICCPR. Any interference with this right to privacy should be legal, necessary, proportionate and judicially authorized.

Unfortunately, the legal framework authorizing and regulating the use of facial recognition technology is insufficient, and there are questions about whether the surveillance technologies are inherently disproportionate and inaccurate. Facial recognition technology can expose people to potential discrimination not only due to the potential misuse by state agencies in relation to certain demographic groups, whether intentionally or otherwise, but also research indicates that ethnic minorities, people of color and women are misidentified at higher rates than the rest of the population. This inaccuracy may lead to members of certain groups being subjected to heavy-handed policing or security measures and their data being retained inappropriately. As a result, civil liberties experts warn that the technology — which can be used to track people at a distance without their knowledge — has the potential to lead to ubiquitous surveillance, threatening freedom of movement and speech.

An individual's face has a particular sensitivity in the context of mass surveillance, and as a very personal form of personal data, agreements like the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) have protected live and non-live images of people's faces from unlawful processing. Unlike a password, each person's face is unique. Therefore while passwords can be kept out of sight and reset if needed, a face cannot. If your eye is hacked, there is no way to wipe the slate clean. Furthermore, an individual's face is also distinct from other forms of biometric data such as fingerprints because it is almost impossible to avoid
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being subject to facial surveillance when such technology is used in public places. Unlike having fingerprints taken, a face can be surveilled and analyzed without prior knowledge. This absence of consent combined with the fact that a face can also be a marker of protected characteristics under international law, such as the right to freely practice your religion, makes facial recognition highly intrusive and able to easily infringe on rights to privacy and personal data protection, among many other rights.

Researchers have highlighted the frightening assumptions underpinning much of the current hype about facial recognition, especially when used to categorize emotions or qualities based on individuals’ facial movements or dimensions. This harks back to the discredited pseudoscience of physiognomy—a favorite of Nazi eugenacists—and can have massive implications on individuals’ safety and dignity when used to make a judgment about things like their sexuality or whether they are telling the truth about their immigration status. Its use in recruitment also been shown to increase discrimination against people with disabilities. Experts warn that there is no scientific basis for these assertions—but that has not stopped tech companies from producing facial recognition systems. When used in authoritarian societies, this sort of mass surveillance threatens the lives of journalists, human rights defenders, and anyone that does not conform—which in turn threatens everyone’s freedom.

Facial recognition is a biometric software application capable of uniquely identifying or verifying a person by comparing and analyzing patterns based on the person’s facial contours. Facial recognition is mostly used for security purposes, though there is increasing interest in other areas of use. In fact, facial recognition technology has received significant attention as it has the potential for a wide range of applications related to law enforcement as well as other enterprises. Facial recognition is often used as a mass surveillance technique by governments. To that end it violates the right to privacy as it is a clear
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interference in people’s private lives.\textsuperscript{17} It is also abusive in the sense that it might include shifting the ideal from “presumed innocent” to “people who have not been found guilty of a crime, yet.”\textsuperscript{18}

Facial recognition technology also enables a host of other abuses and corrosive activities. This is not limited to but includes:

- Due process harms, which might include shifting the ideal\textsuperscript{19} from “presumed innocent” to “people who have not been found guilty of a crime, yet.”
- Facilitation of harassment\textsuperscript{20} and violence.
- Denial of fundamental rights and opportunities, such as protection against\textsuperscript{21} “arbitrary government tracking of one’s movements, habits, relationships, interests, and thoughts.”
- The suffocating restraint\textsuperscript{22} of the relentless, perfect enforcement of law.
- The normalized elimination of anonymity and the right to disapppear.\textsuperscript{23}
- The amplification of surveillance capitalism.\textsuperscript{24}

One of the main problems in terms of regulating facial recognition technology is that there exists a growing gap between public awareness and the rapid development and adoption of AI applications, which is made more significant as a result of increasing prioritization on security within the political sphere and a decline in human rights worldwide.\textsuperscript{25} Additionally there is pressure from the private sector to protect industrial secrecy, which they see as essential to innovation and remaining competitive within the marketplace. In particular in application cases where the public sector employs AI for facial recognition, agencies find themselves in a conflict of interest between their organizational goals and the public interest

in transparency and accountability. Moreover, AI development and employment occur in a context of rapid innovation in an arms race with domestic and foreign competitors. Lastly, regulating innovation in the area of AI is often opposed based on the argument that public consultation processes slow down the innovation process, which may lead to competitive disadvantages or, in the case of applications relevant to national security, geopolitical vulnerability.

Palestinian context

For years, Israel has been expanding its occupation of the Palestinian territories and annexation of East Jerusalem using mass surveillance technologies. Such policies and practices are enabled by a violently repressive security apparatus, designed to suppress any form of resistance to Israel’s occupation and annexation, while engineering a “façade of normalcy.” At the same time, Israel has become a world leader in cybersecurity technologies and home to the highest number per capita of surveillance companies in the world. The state hosts a wide array of tech companies and in particular social media giants, whom the Israeli government and business sector have built strong political relationships with, producing practices and policies that impact Palestinian digital rights and human rights globally. It is well documented that Israel’s prominence in the surveillance industry stems from the close links between the Israeli military and the private sector, as well as investment from international companies, and governments.

In 2004, the International Court of Justice held that international law places certain obligations not only on Israel but also on third parties. These obligations include not rendering aid or assistance in maintaining the situation created by an unlawful act in occupied Palestinian territory and seeing to it that any impediment to the exercise by the Palestinian people of its right to self-determination is brought to an end.

Funding like Horizon 2020, which supports research projects in the IT and surveillance sector
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between the EU and Israel, and US foreign aid defense funding to Israel, has had a large impact on the development of surveillance technologies in Israel and in many cases have been developed and tested at the expense of Palestinian human rights. Although this is no by means an exhaustive case, some examples include:

- Open Architecture for UAV-based Surveillance Systems (OPARUS) that received an EU subsidy of €11.88m for the development of Unmanned Ariel Vehicles, despite the fact that their use is illegal above Europe. Israeli Aerospace Industries (IAI) participated in the project. According to Human Rights Watch, armed Heron drones manufactured by IAI were involved in at least some of the deadly drone attacks on Palestinian civilians during Operation Cast Lead, which in total killed 29 civilians, eight of them children.35

- IDETECT4ALL, receiving an EU subsidy of €2.29m for the development of intruder detection and authentication optical sensing technology. According to the project website, the project is developing technology “to detect the presence of objects inside or in the surrounding area of restricted critical infrastructures”.36 One of the four Israeli companies in the consortium, Motorola Israel, provides very similar surveillance systems for at least twenty illegal Israeli settlements and the illegal apartheid wall.

The impact of Israeli surveillance technology on human rights is undeniable. Surveillance of individuals - often journalists, activists, opposition figures and critics - has been shown to lead to arbitrary detention, torture, and extrajudicial killings. The Israeli government is poorly managing the export of weapons-grade surveillance technologies by Israeli companies to countries violating human rights around the world.37

For years Israeli military has overtly and covertly collected photographs of Palestinians, creating fear amongst Palestinians and limiting their ability to participate in peaceful assemblies and to document human rights violations. Today, facial recognition technology enables expansive monitoring, infringing on Palestinians’ right to privacy, and further limiting their right to freedom of expression and their ability to demand for their human rights to be respected. Mass surveillance technologies, including facial recognition, adopted by Israel are in violation of freedom of expression and the right to privacy. Additionally, mass surveillance technologies are also in violation of the ideal principle of “presumption of innocence.”

**Mabat 2000**: *Surveilling the Old City*

As part of its unlawful annexation efforts, Israel has implemented various policies in order to achieve its stated demographic objective of 70:30 Israeli Jews to Palestinians in the city of Jerusalem.38 The Old City of Jerusalem represents a microcosm of these policies, where Israel seeks to create a coercive
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environment aimed at driving Palestinians out of the city.\(^\text{39}\) To this end, Israel launched the ‘Mabat 2000’ project in the Old City, which is a system of 320-400,\(^\text{40}\) closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras capable of maneuvering 360 degrees to follow and track movements.\(^\text{41}\) Since the launch of this project in 2000, the Israeli police have increasingly integrated pan-optic visual surveillance as part of its strategy in Jerusalem, relying on the software used to allegedly predict behavior based on algorithms.\(^\text{42}\) The use of algorithms as part of “predictive policing” methods have been subjected to critique by scholars who have highlighted the biased and discriminatory nature of its application. These policing methods support subordination, targeting and discrimination against specific groups. In the words of Israel’s former Public Security Minister, Gilad Erdan (most recently appointed the Regional Cooperation Minister of Israel), “The algorithm leads you to suspect someone.”\(^\text{43}\)

In 2014, Resolution 1775 was approved by the Israeli government and puts forward a strategy for increasing security in East Jerusalem and in Palestinian communities within the Green Line.\(^\text{44}\) Since then, the plan has been reinforced and expanded.\(^\text{45}\) In 2015, the Jerusalem Police district plan included the investment of 48.9 million NIS in the strengthening, purchase and installation of CCTV cameras and surveillance technology in East Jerusalem.\(^\text{46}\) Since that time, over 200 Palestinians on both sides of the Green Line have been preemptively arrested using data analysis technology.\(^\text{47}\) This was followed in 2017, by the Israeli government pledge to upgrade the system Mabat system to include enhanced facial recognition abilities, in order to detect if an individual is carrying a weapon, including concealed weapons, and providing full profiles of individuals who walk through the streets of the Old City.\(^\text{48}\) In that same


\(^\text{40}\) Jerusalem’s Mabat 2000: Catching terrorists in the act, Ynetnews, 18 November 2015, [https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4727621,00.html](https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4727621,00.html)


In the summer of 2018, Palestinians in East Jerusalem protested the installation of metal detectors and CCTVs at the Al Aqsa mosque, forcing the Israeli government to remove them. In response, the Israeli government announced the investment of 100 million NIS in enhancing and upgrading its already invasive visual surveillance system in the Old City. The upgrade includes the installation of advanced software which can provide the police with facial recognition abilities, the ability to detect if an individual is carrying a weapon, including concealed weapons, and providing full profiles of individuals who walk through the streets of the Old City, including “suspects from the West Bank.”

As disturbing as the actions of the Israeli state are, perhaps the more significant element contributing to their ability to continue their oppressive policies can be understood through an examination of the depth and scale of the public-private partnership between the Israeli state and for-profit corporations in implementing these visual surveillance systems in East Jerusalem. A prime example can be seen in an examination of Athena, a fully owned subsidiary of C. Mer Group, and the main company providing software for ‘Mabat 2000.’ Established by Shabtai Shavit, former head of the Israeli National Intelligence Agency (Mossad), in 2003, Athena sells advanced espionage solutions for cameras and cyber surveillance, boasting software that can “predict to prevent” and the ability to detect the “wolf in sheep’s clothing.” To do this, the company offers customers three products: OSCAR, OS-CAR + and SAIP. This software engages in constant collection of data and analytical cross-matching of information and metadata from – multilingual texts, images and videos, websites, social media, dark-net, and more – creating profiles of individuals and “identifying persons of interest.” An additional example can be found in Everon Systems CCTV camera which includes facial recognition technology in the Old City and whose headquarters is located in the Hebrew University, in which part of it is located in occupied East Jerusalem. Through the use of Evron’s Aureus 3D–AI facial recognition technology, Israeli can analyze still and video footage, as well as harness this technology’s ability to use 3D technology, sophisticated algorithms and computer intelligence.

Microsoft and AnyVision

In July of 2018, Brad Smith, the president of Microsoft shared the corporation’s views about the need for government regulations and responsible industry measures to address advancing facial recognition technology. Smith noted that facial recognition technology raises issues that go to the heart of fundamental human rights protections like privacy and freedom of expression and that these issues
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heighten responsibility for tech companies that create these products. Then in December 2018, Smith laid out Microsoft’s ‘Facial recognition Principles’, which encompass: Fairness, transparency, Accountability, Non-discrimination, Notice and Consent and Lawful Surveillance. Then in 2019, several technology giants including Microsoft developed public relations campaigns that stress the ethical superiority of their facial recognition technology in response to public pressure to ensure that facial recognition technology is not being developed and used in ways that violate human rights. In contradiction with their own guiding principles on facial recognition technology, in June of 2019, Microsoft’s M12 venture capital arm announced it was joining American and European companies, including LightSpeed Venture Partners, Robert Bosch and Qualcomm Ventures in a $78 million Series A funding round for AnyVision. Considering that Microsoft published their six ethical principles to govern its use of facial recognition technology prior to its decision to fund AnyVision, it is particularly in violation of their sixth principle which states, “We (Microsoft) will advocate for safeguards for people’s democratic freedoms in law enforcement surveillance scenarios and will not deploy facial recognition technology in scenarios that we believe will put these freedoms at risk.”

AnyVision is an Israeli company, which is headquartered in Israel but has offices in the United States, the United Kingdom and Singapore. It sells an “advanced tactical surveillance” software system, Better Tomorrow, which lets customers identify individuals and objects in any live camera feed, such as a security camera or a smartphone, and then track targets as they move between different feeds. It is undeniable that there is a strong connection that can be drawn between AnyVision and the Israeli government, including the fact that the former Mossad chief Tamir Pardo heads the AnyVision advisory board, whilst the president is Amir Kain, former head of the defense ministry’s security department. In addition to being led by former Israeli military and intelligence personnel, AnyVision was also the recipient
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of Israel’s top defense prize in 2018. Although not publicly named as the winner due to the classified nature of the surveillance project, five sources familiar with the matter confirmed to NBC News in October of 2019, that AnyVision’s technology powers a secret military surveillance project throughout the West Bank. One source said the project is nicknamed “Google Ayosh,” where “Ayosh” refers to the occupied Palestinian territories and “Google” denotes the technology’s ability to search for people. Furthermore, despite the company’s claim of the benign use of their software, one of the company’s technology demonstrations shows that the facial recognition system has been used to track suspects through occupied East Jerusalem and activists have spotted dozens of cameras ‘deep inside the West Bank’. This clear promotion of the idea that governments should have the ability to track individuals without consent is a flagrant disregard for their human rights. It is important to note however that despite criticism and mounting evidence, AnyVision continues to deny that its facial recognition technology has been developed with Israel and used to surveil Palestinians in the West Bank, claiming that it is only used on Israeli border crossings and at checkpoints.

Considering AnyVision’s track record many found it disappointing that Microsoft would invest in such an organization. In response to this investment, Shankar Narayan, the Director of Technology and Liberty Project at the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) claimed that “This particular investment should not be seen as a big surprise---there’s a demonstrable gap between action and rhetoric in the case of most big tech companies and Microsoft in particular” he said. Unsurprisingly, this investment led to public
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outcry by activists and civil society actors, who pointed to evidence that AnyVision has been identified as wielding its software to help enforce Israel's military occupation.⁷⁰ Even with global coordinated efforts from a number of civil society organizations⁷¹ including public petitions, it was only in October 2019, after an investigative report into the deal broke in NBC News⁷² that Microsoft responded and decided to investigate whether the use of facial recognition technology developed by AnyVision complied with its ethics and principles.⁷³

In late 2019, taking the allegations seriously, Microsoft hired Eric Holder and his team at the law firm of Covington & Burling to conduct an audit of facial recognition company AnyVision to determine whether it complies with Microsoft's ethical principles on how the biometric surveillance technology should be used.⁷⁴ At that time Microsoft spokesman said, "If we discover any violation of our principles, we will end our relationship."⁷⁵ In response to the audit, AnyVision said at the same time, “All of our installations have been examined and confirmed against not only Microsoft's ethical principles, but also our own internal rigorous approval process."⁷⁶

In March 2020, Microsoft and AnyVision published a joint statement: “After careful consideration, Microsoft and AnyVision have agreed that it is in the best interest of both enterprises for Microsoft to divest its shareholding in AnyVision.”⁷⁷ It is important to note that the findings of the audit did not find evidence to support the allegations about a mass surveillance program in the West Bank, and concluded that AnyVision had not violated its facial recognition pledge. Despite the positive outcome from the audit, there are many who point to the fact that much of the project information related to AnyVision's work was deemed as related to Israeli national security and therefore was not accessible by Holder and his team.
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However, AnyVision did acknowledge that its technology has been deployed at border checkpoints between the West Bank and Israel.\(^78\) Even so, Microsoft said that as a result of the probe it decided to exit the business of investing in facial recognition startups altogether. “For Microsoft, the audit process reinforced the challenges of being a minority investor in a company that sells sensitive technology, since such investments do not generally allow for the level of oversight or control that Microsoft exercises over the use of its own technology,” Microsoft and AnyVision said in a joint statement posted on M12’s website.\(^79\) This does not however speak to the internal development of facial recognition software within Microsoft.

**Recommendations**

**Israel**

1. Israel must uphold its obligations under International Humanitarian Law and its obligation to protect human rights as outlined in the Universal Declaration of Human rights. Israel must remove all cameras from East Jerusalem, the West Bank and Gaza.
2. Israel must cease to collect, store or transfer any data of Palestinians and respect the right to privacy as defined in Article 17 of the ICCPR
   
   “1. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour and reputation.
   
   2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks

3. Israel shall follow the recommendations of the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression and Opinion and immediately halt the export of all surveillance technologies until international safeguards and regulations are in place.
4. Israel shall conduct human rights audits of surveillance technology companies and ensure that their technology does not violate human rights.
5. Israel shall revoke the export licenses of any companies that have been known to violate human rights.
6. Israel shall increase the transparency of the relationships between the military and technology companies, in particular in terms of how the technology is being used unlawfully in the occupied territories or in the targeting of Palestinians.
7. Israel shall develop laws that protect privacy and human rights against the misuse of this surveillance technology, this also needs to be supported by the courts and the emphasis on security can not be used to excuse such gross human rights violations.
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Third-Party States

States must not be complicit with violations of international law and Palestinian Rights and must take specific measures to ensure the protection of the law against such interference.

1. **States purchasing surveillance** technologies should take measures to ensure that their use is in compliance with international human rights law. This includes reinforcing national laws limiting surveillance, creating public mechanisms for approval and oversight of surveillance technologies, and ensuring that victims of abuse have domestic legal tools of redress.

2. **States licensing the export** of surveillance technologies should request public input and conduct consultations and should ensure transparency in licensing. States that have not yet done so should join the existing Wassenaar Arrangement, which in turn should develop a framework for the human rights review of companies to ensure their compliance with the UN Guiding Principles.

3. **States** must demand that when a company provides mass surveillance technology or equipment without adequate safeguards in place, or where information is used in violation of human rights, that companies risk being complicit in or otherwise involved with human rights abuse.

4. **States** must not use surveillance measures that *arbitrarily or unlawfully interfere* with an individual’s privacy, family, home or correspondence as this is a violation of Article 17 (Right to Privacy) of the ICCPR.\(^8\)
   
   1. Where there is a legitimate aim and appropriate safeguards are in place, a State might be allowed to engage in quite intrusive surveillance; however, the onus is on the Government to demonstrate that interference is both necessary and proportionate to the specific risk being addressed.\(^8\)
   2. Mass or “bulk” surveillance programs may thus be deemed to be arbitrary, even if they serve a legitimate aim and have been adopted on the basis of an accessible legal regime. In other words, it will not be enough that the measures are targeted to find certain needles in a haystack; the proper measure is the impact of the measures on the haystack, relative to the harm threatened; namely, whether the measure is necessary and proportionate.\(^8\)

Technology Company principles must be applied to the use/support of the development of mass surveillance technology. It is therefore recommended that the case of Microsoft be taken as a good example of establishing standards and holding partners accountable to these principles. However it is important to recognize that this result in the case of AnyVision was directly connected to the work of digital rights activists, human rights defenders and journalists applying pressure.

1. Technology companies need to support the development of co-regulatory initiatives that develop rights-based standards for surveillance technologies and implement these standards through independent audits, and learning and policy initiatives.
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2. Measure of monitoring and oversight needs to ensure human rights due diligence. Potential rights harming outcomes should be identified and effective action take to prevent and manage harms as well as track responses.

3. Technology must include transparency and explainability and explain to voluntary users how the technology will be used in a clear way that provides meaningful information about how the AI works and how their data is being collected, stored and protected.

4. Internal accountability mechanisms are needed and companies should ensure individuals have access to meaningful remedy and redress.

Digital Rights Activists, Human Rights Defenders and Journalists need to continue to coordinate and share their information in order to not only identify violations of human digital rights, but also in order to raise awareness of the public.

1. Support legal action and apply pressure on corporations and governments in order to ensure the protection of human rights within the development of facial recognition technology.

2. Engage with International (UN bodies) and Regional organizations (EU, NATO, African League, etc.) in order to bring about consensus around the legal framework to protect human rights threatened by mass surveillance technologies and innovations in facial recognition technology.

3. Call for collective action to reject unlawful mass surveillance.

4. Inform the public of their rights and empower them with tools to protect themselves.